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Return to face-to-face imperative for associations
By Brad Foster

Looking after more than 70 national associations
has given The Association Specialists some unique
insights into the effects of Covid-19 on the sector.
And the good news is that the organisation has
been bucking the trend when it comes to a
slowing of business during 2020 and 2021.
Says Association Specialists CEO, Francis Child,
2020 was all about loyalty from members and
clarity of purpose for associations.
“Much of the talk was how do we deliver value for money to our members when
the ability to meet face-to-face, one of the key drivers of successful communities,
has been removed?” he said.
“Circumstances meant that a rapid move to online engagement and a greater
focus on advocacy were two major initiatives for 2020. Membership renewal
rates in general held up as the community members `rallied ‘round the cause’.”
But what of 2021 and beyond? We asked Francis can associations survive without
face-to-face events in the longer-term?
Francis says the simple answer isn’t that simple. He sees the following as having
an impact:

1) Many associations rely on the income from their live events to sustain their
business models
2) The online model is highly competitive and delivering meaningful surpluses
from such events is proving challenging
3) Online engagement does not currently provide the quality interactions
members value so highly
4) People want to travel and engage with like-minded individuals. Humans
like to meet!
5) It is hard to build sustainable special interest groups remotely
6) Industry supporters are finding it difficult to obtain a positive return on
investment from sponsorship and exhibitions
Francis says a return to face-to-face events is therefore an imperative for
associations in 2021 or as early as possible in 2022.
“If this does not occur the associations who did not have the necessary financial
buffer to survive the downturn will struggle. Mergers or closures may eventuate.
Associations need certainty in 2021 from Government to run face-to-face events
and need it soon.
“On a positive note, the use of online technology has made it easier to engage
with a broader spectrum of members and non-members, particularly in remote
and international locations. This needs to be an ongoing focus and some form of
cost-effective online delivery is here to stay for association events.
“Finally, the association model is not dead as we at The Association Specialists are
currently launching three new associations in totally different fields - the arts,
small business and environmental management. The common theme behind
these launches is about doing something for an unrepresented body of likeminded individuals. The same as always, but the main drivers now are credibility,
governance and high-quality information. These are the areas for associations to
focus on in 2021 to deliver membership value.”
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